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Abstract:
Except in special cases, exact tests of fixed effects in multivariate mixed models are not available.
Available approximate methods either apply techniques developed for balanced multivariate mixed
models or treat unknown variance components as known. The objectives of this study were to develop
a test for fixed effects in unbalanced multivariate mixed models and to examine the properties of the
test.

The proposed test statistic is a generalization of the Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic. The sampling
distribution of the test statistic was approximated by equating the first moment and a scalar function of
the second moment of the two quadratic forms which make up the test statistic to the corresponding
moments of two independent Wishart matrices. Four different scalar functions of the second moments
were used to obtain four approximations to the sampling distribution. The approximations yield
different critical values and, thus, give different tests. When the data are balanced, the test reduces to
the usual Lawley-Hotelling test. Approximate simultaneous confidence intervals for linear functions of
the fixed effects are given.

A Monte-Carlo study of the size and power of the proposed test was conducted. The model used in the
simulation was based on a data set comparing different breeds of beef cattle. Three covariance
structures for the random effects and seven effect sizes for the fixed effects were simulated. For each
data set, all. four versions of the proposed test were conducted. In addition, an exact test, obtained by
using a balanced subset of the data was made.

The Monte-Carlo based estimates of the size of the proposed test were within .003 of the nominal test
size of .05. The estimated power curves of the proposed test were well above the estimated power
curves of the exact test. The estimated power from the simulation agreed well with the computations
based on the approximation to the non-null distribution. There appears to be no reason to prefer one
method of approximating the distribution over another. Based on this simulation study, the proposed
test is superior to an exact test which uses a subset of the data. 
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ABSTRACT

Except in special cases, exact tests of fixed effects in 
multivariate mixed models are not available. Available approximate 
methods either apply techniques developed for balanced multivariate 
mixed models or treat unknown variance components as known. The 
objectives of this study were to develop a test for fixed effects in 
unbalanced multivariate mixed models and to examine the properties of 
the test.

The proposed test statistic is a generalization of the Lawley- 
Hotelling trace statistic. The sampling distribution of the test 
statistic was approximated by equating the first moment and a scalar 
function of the second moment of the two quadratic forms which make 
up the test statistic to the corresponding moments of two independent 
Wishart matrices. Four different scalar functions of the second 
moments were used to obtain four approximations to the sampling 
distribution. The approximations yield different critical values 
and, thus, give different tests. When the data are balanced, the 
test, reduces to the usual Lawley-Hotelling test. Approximate 
simultaneous confidence intervals for linear functions of the fixed 
effects are given.

A Monte-Carlo study of the size and'power of the proposed test 
was conducted. The model used in the simulation was based on a,data 
set comparing different breeds of beef cattle. Three covariance 
structures for the random effects and seven effect sizes for the 
fixed effects were simulated. For each data set, all. four versions 
of the proposed test were conducted. In addition, an exact test, 
obtained by using a balanced subset of the data was made.

The Monte-Carlo based estimates of the size of the proposed test 
were within .003 of the nominal test size of .05. The estimated 
power curves of the proposed test were well above the estimated power 
curves of the exact test. The estimated power from the simulation 
agreed well with the computations based on the approximation to the 
non-null distribution. There appears to be no reason to prefer one 
method of approximating the distribution over another. Based on this 
simulation study, the proposed test is superior to an exact test 
which uses a subset of the data.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Multivariate mixed models arise in many animal science 

experiments. In these experiments, it is often of interest to test 

hypotheses involving the fixed effects. To illustrate some problems 

in the analysis of these experiments, a simple, restrictive, example 

will be used. Later, a less restrictive.example will be used to 

illustrate the options that are currently available for testing 

hypotheses involving fixed effects.

Suppose that an experiment is to be conducted to determine the 

effect on their lambs' performance of different supplements given to 

ewes during gestation. Lamb performance will be measured by birth 

weight and by weaning weight. The model could include a fixed effect 

for the supplement fed to the ewe and random effects for the ewe 

nested within supplement and for the residual associated with the 

lamb.

Two questions which could be asked in this setting are I) is 

there any effect of supplementation on lamb performance and, more 

particularly, 2) do the supplements have any effect on the birth 
weight of the lambs.

In the rest of the thesis, boldface capital letters will be used 

to denote matrices, boldface lower case letters will be used to
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denote vectors and normal lower case letters will be used to denote 
scalars.

Model

The model, in matrix notation, assuming p supplements, q ewes,
and n lambs is given below: .

Y = X B  + Z 1U1 + U 2 (1.1)
where

Y is an n x 2 matrix where the Ijkt*1 row contains the birth weight 
and weaning weight of the kth lamb of the jth ewe that received 
supplement i, .

X is an n x p matrix relating the effect of supplement on the birth 

and weaning weights of the lambs,

B is a p x 2 matrix where the ith row contains effect of the 

supplement i on birth weight and weaning weight,

Z1 is an n x q matrix relating the effects of the ewes on the birth 
and weaning weights of the lambs,

U1 is a q x 2 matrix where the ijth row contains the effect of the 
Jth ewe receiving supplement i on the birth weight and weaning 
weight of her lambs,

and

U2 is a n x 2 matrix where the Ijkth row contains the effect of the' 
kth lamb of the Jth ewe that received supplement i on its birth 
weight and weaning weight.
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In addition, and Ug are assumed to be distributed independently of 

each other. The rows of Uj, for j=l,2, are independently and 

identically distributed multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and ' 
covariance matrix Vj: 2x2. The number of ewes fed supplement i is 

denoted by m^ and the number of lambs produced by the ewe is 

denoted by e^j. It is assumed that m^ is greater than 0 for i equal 

to I through p and e ^  is greater than 0 for i equal to I through p 
and j equal to I through m^. Therefore,

P Hii
n = S 2 ■ e - *
.I=Ij=I J

The two questions can now be written as hypotheses about the 

matrix of fixed effects, B. The first question, do the supplements 

fed to the ewes have any effect on lamb performance, can be written 
as follows:

Hq : CB = 0 versus Ha : CB 0, (1.2)
where

c = ip - (Vp)Jp ,

Ip is a p x p identity matrix, 

and

Jp is a p x p matrix of ones.

The second question, do the supplements have any effect on the birth 

weight of the lambs, can be written as,

Hq : CBa = 0 versus Ha : CBa / 0, (1.3)

where a = ( I O ) ' .

The question now, is how can the above hypotheses be tested. The
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options that are available depend on how much is known about the 
structure of the model.

Known Covariance Matrices

In the case where the covariance matrices are known, exact tests 

for both (1.2) and (1.3) are available. Rewriting (1.1) using the 

Vec operator yields

Vec(Y' ) = (X ® I2,)Vec(Bf) + (Z1 ® I2)Vec(U1')' + Vec(Ugf), 
where Vec() is the usual Vec operator and ® is the Kroneckor operator 

(Rendersdn and Searle 1979). The distribution of Vec(Y') is given 

below

Vec(Y') ~ N2n[ ( X ®  X2)Vec(B'), V ], 
where V = (Z1Z1' ® V1) + (In ® Vg). From the distribution it can be 

seen that Vec(Y' ) can be described by a linear model with a known 

covariance matrix.

The best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of CB (CB) is given by 

Vec(BfC f) = (C ® I2) [(X ® I2)'V'1(X ® Ig)] "[X ® Ig] fV 1Vec(Yf)'.
In model (1.1) the generalized inverse can be replaced by an inverse, 

because X is of full column rank. The likelihood ratio statistic for 

testing (1.2) is

Vec ( (CB) ' ) ' {(C ® Ig)[(X ® Ig)'(V1M X  ® Ig)]-(C ® Ig) ' } "Vec( (CB) ' ) , 

which has a noncentral chi-squared distribution with 

2(p-l) degrees of freedom. The statistic for testing (1.3) is

Vec(CBa)'{(C ® a) [ (X ® Ig)'V1X X  ® Ig)] "(C ® a)') "Vec(CBa) , 

which has a noncentral chi-squared distribution with p-1 degrees of

/

freedom.
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In general a chi-square statistic can be used to test any 

testable hypotheses about the fixed effect in a multivariate mixed 

model when the relevant covariance matrices are known. The problem 

is that it is unusual for the covariance matrices to be known.

Unknown Covariance Matrices 

Univariate balanced data

In the univariate case with balanced data, exact tests can often 

be obtained when the covariance matrices are unknown by using the 

ANOVA approach (e.g. Searle 1971). However, there are hypotheses for 

which the ANOVA method will not yield an exact test. In those cases 

where the ANOVA method fails to yield an exact test there are two 

alternatives. One alternative is to develop an exact test using a 

subset of the available information (e.g. Khuri 1984, Seifert 1979). 

The other alternative is to construct an approximate F-test using 

either Satterthwaite's (1941) or Meyers and Howe's (1971) 

approximation.

In the case where the V V s  are unknown and the data are 

balanced, an exact test of (1.3) can still be obtained. Using that 

part of (1.1) related to the birth weights of the lambs yields the 
model

Ya = XBa + Z-̂ U-̂ a + Uga.

Letting y = Ya, b = Ba, = U^a and Ug = Uga yields

y = Xb + Z1U1 + U2 , (1.4)

which is a univariate mixed model. The hypothesis (1.3) becomes

Hq : Gb = 0 versus Ha : Cb / 0. (1.5)
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If the data are balanced, then for all i and e^j=e for all

i and j . Therefore, n = pme. Reordering the data if necessary, the 

matrices X and can be rewritten as follows,

X =  1P ® Jjn ® ■
and

Z1 = 1P ® 1In ® 1O

where Ijn is a m x I vector of ones.

The covariance matrix of y (V*) is
Ti - Z 1Z1V ^ v I

‘ dp ® V  8 V l )  + d p  8 z„ ® Ie4>
2 2where cr̂  = a'V^a and Og = a'Vga- From Searle (1971), an F test of

(1.5) can be constructed by defining

SS1=JfQiy
and

ss2=y'Q2y
where

Q1 = {[!/(me)]Ip ® Jm ® Je ) - {[!/(pme)]Jp ® Jm ® J0)
and

Q2 = { (l/e)Ip ® Im ® Je) - {[!/(me)] Ip ® Jjn ® Jg ). 

The random variable.

F = [ss1/ss2][p(m-l)/(p-l)]
follows a noncentral F distribution with p-1 and p(m-l) degrees of 

freedom.

For balanced models, exact F tests for many of the hypothesis of 

interest can be constructed in a similar fashion. These ANOVA method 

tests can be obtained by taking the chi-squared statistic divided by
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its degrees of freedom that would be obtained if the covariance 

matrix for the'' data was known to be an identity matrix and dividing 

by a mean square from an ANOVA table whose expectation equals the 

expectation of the chi-square statistic divided by its degrees of 

freedom under the null hypothesis. When the data are balanced this 

mean square is the MINQUEO estimator of the expectation of the chi- 

squared statistic under the null hypothesis (Searle 1971, 1979).

However, there are many cases where exact tests cannot be 

constructed using the ANOVA method (Seifert 1979). Exact F tests
I

have been constructed for some of these situations at the cost of 

using a subset of the data (e.g. Khuri 1984; Seifert 1979). The 

subset methods involve taking a linear transformation of the data
I

partitioned into two subsets'of independent random variables. Sums 

of squares of the two subsets are taken to produce two independent 

chi-square random variables for use in a F test. The two chi-square 

random variables can be written as quadratic forms in the original 

data. Except in cases where the ANOVA method produces an exact F 

test there is more than one possible set of linear transformations 

that can be selected. Depending on which set of transformations are 

used, different values of-the test statistic can be obtained. Where 

there is a choice as to which set of transformations to use, 

selection is made independently of the observed dependent variables. 

The subset methods lack appeal in that two different experimenters 

with the same data, model and hypotheses can arrive at different 

conclusions using the same test procedure.
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A

In addition, approximate F tests can be constructed using either 

Satterthwaite's (1941) or Meyers and Howe's (1971) procedure. As 

with the ANOVA method, the approximate F tests are constructed using 

the mean squares from an ANOVA table. They differ from the ANOVA 

method in that the numerator or the denominator of the test statistic 

may contain a linear function of the mean squares. The test 

statistic is

k ■ f
F = ( S c -MS.)/( 2 c-MS.) (1.6)

i=l i=k+l

where

F is the test statistic,

k is the number of mean squares in the numerator, 

f-k is the number of mean squares in the denominator, 

c^, i=l,..., f are known positive constants,

MS^, 1=1,...,f are mean squares from the ANOVA table and are

distributed independently as -y^/m^ times a chi-square random 

variable with degrees of freedom m^,

7 ,̂ i=l.... f are the expected values of MS^,

and the expected value of the numerator is equal to the expected 

value of the denominator when the null hypothesis is true. As with 

the test statistic from the ANOVA method, the numerator and 

denominator are distributed independently of each other. In general 

the test statistic does not have an F distribution because the 

numerator and denominator are linear functions of chi-squared random 

variables and are not themselves chi-square random variables. The 

test statistic can be approximated by an F distribution.
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Satterthwaite's,. (1941) approximation involves equating the first 

two moments of the numerator and denominator F* in (1.6) with two 

independent chi-square random variables times a constant. The 

formulas for the approximate degrees of freedom depend on the unknown 

Tj/s- The degrees of freedom are then estimated using the MSVs in 

place of the unknown 7 V  s .
Meyers and Howe's (1971) approximation involves equating the 

approximate first moments of F in (1.6) and its inverse with the 

first moments of a F random variable and its inverse. The 

approximate first moments of F* and 1/F* are obtained by means of a 

Taylor series expansion. The first moment of a F random variable is 

a function of the denominator degrees of freedom and the first moment 

of the inverse of a F random variable is a function of the numerator 

degrees of freedom. The formulas for the degrees of freedom depend 

on the unknown first moments of the test statistic and its inverse.

A function of the MSV s in the, denominator equal to the expectation 

of the test statistic and a function of the MSVs in the numerator 

equal to the expectation of the inverse of the test statistic are 

found. The degrees of freedoms are then estimated using the two 

functions of the MS V  s in place of the two unknown first moments. 

Meyers and Howe's (1971) approximation involves more complex formulas 

than does Satterthwaite's (1941) approximation but, appears to yield 

superior results (Davenport 1975; Meyers and Howe 1971).

Multivariate balanced data

When the ANOVA method or the subset methods produce an exact 

test in the univariate case, then, as will be shown in chapter 2,
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exact tests in the equivalent multivariate case can be constructed by 

using the same matrices of the quadratic forms. Pavur (1987) gave 

conditions under which two multivariate quadratic forms will be 

distributed as independent central Wishart matrices. Under a true' 

null hypothesis, Pavur's conditions are satisfied in the multivariate 

model whenever they are satisfied in the equivalent univariate mixed 

model. The quadratic forms can, therefore, be used in any of the 

usual test statistics [ Wilk's Lambda, Pillai's trace, Roy's maximum 

root, test, .or Lawley-Hotellings trace statistic] (Seber 1984).

Generalizations of the approximate tests can be constructed by 

using the quadratic forms based on the same matrices as those used in 

the univariate approximate tests. In a manner similar to 

Satterthwaite (1941), approximations of the distribution of the test 

statistic can be found by equating the first moments of the quadratic 

forms to those of central Wishart matrices and equating a scalar 

function of the second moments of the quadratic forms to those of 

central Wishart matrices. Tan and Gupta (1983) approximated the 

distribution of a linear combination of independent central Wishart 

matrices with positive coefficients by a central Wishart matrix.

Their approximation involved equating the first moment of the linear 

combination of Wishart matrices with the first moment of a Wishart 

matrix and equating the determinant of the variance of the Vech of 

the linear combination of Wishart matrices with the determinant of 

the variance of the Vech of a Wishart matrix. The Vech operator is 

described by Henderson and Searle (1979) . They noted that the
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approximation could be used to produce approximate tests in balanced 
multivariate mixed models.

Unbalanced data

Except in special cases, exact tests are not available for 

unbalanced data. Several different approaches have been used to 

address the problem of testing fixed effects in the univariate 

setting. The approaches include both exact and approximate tests.

The exact methods either involve treating all the random effects, 

except the residual as fixed effects (e.g. Thomsen 1971; Wald 1941) 

or using a subset approach (e.g. Khuri and Littell 1987). The 

approximate methods include treating the unknown variances as known 

(e.g. Henderson 1984; Hussein and Milliken 1978), performing the 

analysis as if the data was balanced (e.g. Tietjen 1974), and 

approximating the distribution using a Satterthwaite type 

approximation (e.g. Tan and Cheng 1984).

An exact test can sometimes be constructed by treating the 

random effects as fixed effects and using the test associated with 

the corresponding fixed effects model. In order for this approach to 

work the hypothesis must only involve estimable functions of the 

fixed effects in the corresponding fixed effects model. This 

approach was used by Wald (1941) and Thomsen (1975).

Khuri and Littell (1987) developed an exact test for testing 

main effects in an unbalanced two-way mixed model by using a subset 

approach similar to that used in balanced mixed models. The date was 

transformed into two independent sets of random variables. The first 

set consisted of the cell means for each combination of the main
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effects. The second set consisted of the residuals obtained by- 

taking the difference between each of the observations and the 

associated cell mean. Orthogonal contrasts were then taken of each 

set. The orthogonal contrasts for the cell means were the usual ones 

associated with the main effects and interaction. A final 

transformation of the residuals was taken and the vector of 

transformed residuals was added to the vector of contrasts associated 

with the main effects and interaction to adjust for the unequal 

sample sizes. The vector of adjusted contrasts for main effects and 

interaction was then used to produce sums of squares associated with 

the main effects and interactions. The sums of squares produced are 

distributed as independent chi-square random variables and can be 

used to produce exact F tests for the main effects. AS with the 

subset approaches used in balanced mixed models the resulting F test 

depends on the selection, of transformations which are used. This 

procedure reduces to the usual ANOVA procedure if the data are 

balanced. The distribution of the test statistic under the null 

hypothesis does not depend on which set of transformations was 

chosen, assuming the selection is done independently of the data.

The resulting test statistics from both of the exact procedures 

are ratios of quadratic forms in the original data. Using the same 

matrices of quadratic forms in the equivalent multivariate mixed 

model exact multivariate tests can be obtained for testing main 

effects in an unbalanced multivariate mixed model.

Approximate F tests can be obtained by treating the unknown 

variance components as known. The test procedure involves first
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obtaining estimates of the unknown variance components and treating 

the estimated variance components as if they were the true variance 

components. The chi-square test statistic that would be used if the 

true variance components were equal to the estimated variance 

components is calculated. An approximate critical value for this 

test statistic is obtained by assuming that the true variance 

components were used. The procedure lacks appeal in that it does not 

reduce to an exact test if the data are balanced and it is reasonable 

only if the estimated variance components are close to the true 

variance components. This procedure was suggested by Hussein and 

Milliken (1978) and Henderson (1984).

Another approach is to conduct the test as if the data are 

balanced. An ANOVA table is constructed from the data. In general, 

with the data being unbalanced the sums of squares are no longer 

distributed as independent chi-square random variables. By using the 

corresponding sum of squares that would produce an exact F test if 

the data were balanced an approximate F test can be constructed. An 

approximate critical value is obtained by using the degrees of 

freedom from the ANOVA table. If the data are balanced this 

procedure, produces an exact test. ' This procedure has the advantage 

that it is easier to implement than most of the other procedures and 

in certain cases appears to produce superior results (Tietjen 1974).

Another approach takes various linear functions of the sums of 

squares to construct the numerator and denominator sums of squares

for an F test and then approximates the degrees of freedom using
( ' ■Satterthwaite's (1941) approximation (e.g. Tan and Cheng 1984). In
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multivariate mixed models Tan and Gupta's (1983) approximation of a 

linear function of central Wishart matrices can be used in place of 

Satterthwaite's (1941) approximation of a linear function of central 

chi-square random variables. A. problem with.using Satterthwaite's . 

(1941) approximation or Tan and Gupta's (1983) approximation with 

unbalanced data is that the approximations assumes that the quadratic 

forms are independent and are distributed as either scalar multiples 

of chi-square random variables or Wishart random matrices. If the 

data are unbalanced, these assumptions are often violated.

Objectives

The objectives of this study are to develop a test statistic 

that can be used in unbalanced multivariate mixed models and to 

examine the properties of the test statistic. In particular, the 

following will be obtained: an approximation^ to the null 

distribution, a. proof that the proposed test is exact in the balanced 

case, and an approximation to the power of the test under Hq . In 

addition, approximate simultaneous confidence intervals for the fixed 

effects will be obtained. An example will be used to illustrate the 

test procedure. A small Monte-Carlo study will be performed to 

determine the test size and to compare the power of the test 

procedure to an exact test using a balanced subset of the data.
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CHAPTER 2 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Introduction

Unbalanced mixed models arise in many animal science 

experiments. In these experiments it is often of interest to test 

hypotheses about the fixed effects. Except in certain special cases, 

exact tests are not available in either univariate or multivariate 

unbalanced mixed models. Approximate tests procedures have been 

developed for use in unbalanced mixed models, but either they apply 

techniques developed for balanced mixed models or they treat unknown 

variance components as known.

In this chapter I will describe a multivariate mixed model and 

give a definition of a balanced multivariate mixed model. I will 

present a procedure for testing certain hypotheses about the fixed 

effects in balanced multivariate mixed models. The test procedure 

fpr balanced multivariate mixed models will be developed by showing 

that the multivariate statistics analogous to the univariate F ratios 

have the appropriate distributions. A generalization of the 

multivariate test for balanced data will be developed for testing 

hypotheses about the fixed effects in a general multivariate mixed 

model. For the generalized test, approximate null and non-null 

distributions for the test statistics will be found by extending 

Satterthwaite's (1941) results to multivariate quadratic forms.
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Simultaneous confidence intervals for tĥ e fixed effects will also be 
developed.

■ Model

A multivariate mixed model can be written as follows:

Y = E  X-B• + S Z-U- 
i=l j=l J J.

( 2 . 1)

where

Y is an n by t matrix in which the Ict*1 column contains the Ict*1 
dependent variable observed on the n individuals,

X- is an n by p- matrix relating the matrix of fixed effects Bi to 

the matrix of dependent variables Y,

Bi is.a Pi by t matrix in which the kth column contains the Ith fixed 

effects for dependent variable k,

Zj is a h by.qj matrix relating the matrix of random effects Uj to 

the matrix of dependent variables Y 1
and

Uj is a qj by t matrix in which the k1*1 column contains the j 
random effects for dependent, variable k.

The matrices of random effects are independently distributed as 

Vec(Uj) - N(0,Vj ® Ij) where Ij is qj by qj identity matrix and Vj is 

a t by t covariance matrix. Thus, the rows of Uj are independently 

and identically distributed as N(0, Vj). The covariance matrices Vj 

are positive semi-definite and Vg is positive definite. The matrix 

Zg is an n by n identity matrix. The Xi and Zj matrices can be less 

than full column rank.
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The hypothesis to be tested is represented as follows 

Hq : AXB = 0 versus Hfl: AXB / 0 

where A is an h by n matrix, X = [ X1 | ... | Xr ], and B' =

[ ^1' I ... I Bj.' ] . This can be rewritten as

Hq : CB = 0 versus Hfl: CB ^ 0 (2.2)

where C = AX is an h by n matrix with rank m < h. To test this

hypothesis a test statistic and critical value are needed. A 

definition of balanced data will be given next along with a class of 

hypotheses for which exact tests do exist.

Balanced Data

Following Seifert (1979), a balanced mixed model will be defined 

as a special case of model (2.1) , where the X V s  and Zj 's Have a 

Kronecker structure.

Definition 2.1: A set of matrices X1 , .... Xj., Z1..... Zg are

said to have Kronecker structure if they can be written as

Xi = Gi(l) ® ••; ® Gi(a) for 1 = 1> •••» r
and

Zj = Gr+j (I) ® ® Gr+j (a) for J = 1..... s
where = I or I of order c^, is a known constant, I < f < a,
and a is known.

Univariate Tests

A univariate mixed model can be written as follows:

r s
y = S X.b. + S Z.u.

i=l 1 j-1 J J
(2.3)
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where

y is an n by I vector which contains the dependent variable observed 

on the n individuals,

Xi is an n by Pi matrix relating the vector of fixed effects bi to 

the vector of the dependent variable y, 

bi is a Pi by one vector containing the ith fixed effects,

Zj is an n by qi matrix relating the vector of random effects Uj to 

the vector of the dependent variable y

and

Uj is a qj by one vector containing the jth random effects.

The vectors of random effects are independently distributed as

u. ~ N(0, I-a.) where I. is a q. by q. identity matrix and of is the 
J J J J J . J J

th ovariance of.the j fandom effects. The variances crf are non-
2negative and as is positive.

Models (2.1) and (2.3) are said to be equivalent if the Xi's and 

Zj's are the same in both models. The univariate hypothesis which is 

equivalent to the multivariate hypothesis (2.2) is

Hq : Cb = 0 versus Hq : Cb ^ 0 (2.4)

[ V  I ... I b S ' I•where b'

When there is a single dependent variable, hypotheses can often 

be tested using the ANOVA method. The ANOVA method involves taking a' 

ratio of two quadratic forms. The numerator, or hypothesis quadratic 

form, is obtained by taking the chi-squared random variable that
pwould be used if the following was known to be true, = I and the 

2remaining oy's = 0. The denominator, or error, quadratic form is the 

MINQUEO estimator of the expectation of the hypothesis quadratic form
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under the null hypothesis. Provided the hypothesis and error 

quadratic forms are distributed as independent chi-squared random 

variables the resulting test statistic has an F distribution. The 
test statistic is

F - y'QnyZy'QEy (2.5)
where and are known matrices.

Multivariate Tests

When hypothesis (2.4) can be tested using the test statistic 

(2.5) for the univariate model (2.3), then analogous tests can be 

constructed for testing hypothesis (2.2) in the equivalent 
multivariate model (2.1). The multivariate tests are found by 

establishing that the and Qg that produced independent chi-square 

random variables in model (2.3) can also be used to produce 

independent Wishart random matrices in model (2.1).

Pavur (1987) showed that the conditions required for obtaining 

two independent central Wishart random matrices are similar to those 

required for obtaining two independent central chi-squared random 

variables. These results will be extended to the noncentral case, 

but first Theorem 2.1 will establish sufficient conditions for the 

independence of two multivariate quadratic forms. Theorem 2.1 will 

be useful for establishing that two Wishart matrices are independent 

and as a framework for finding a quadratic form which is independent 

of a given quadratic form.
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Theorem 2.1: Given Y in model (2.1), symmetric n by n matrices 

Q1 and Q2 of rank rl and r2 respectively, and Q1Zj-ZjfQ2 = 0 for 
j=r+l>•••,s, then Y fQ1Y and Y fQ2Y are independently distributed. 
Proof:

It will be useful to rewrite the quadratic forms Y fQ1Y for 

i=l,2. The matrices Q1 apd Q2 can be written in diagonal form as 
follows

Qi - PiD1P1' (2.6)
where P1fP1 = Irl and D1 is a ri by ri nonsingular matrix.
The quadratic forms can now be written as follows

Y fQ1Y = Y fP1D1P1fY.
The quadratic forms Y fQ1Y and Y fQgY will be independent if it 

can be established that Y fP1 and Y fPg are independent. That is, if 

Vec(P1fY) - (Ifc © P1')Vec(Y) is independent of Vec(PgfY) =
(Ifc © Pg')Vec(Y), then Y fQ1Y is independent of Y fQgY. The matrices 

Y f P1 and Y f Pg will be independent if the following holds
(It © P1f)Var[Vec(Y)](It © P2) = 0. (2.7)

Condition (2.7) will be satisfied if

s

s
<= 2 V, © PlfZ-Z1 fPg

j - l J J J
- 0

«=
F V. © PifZjZj fP2 = 0 for all j

4= P1fZjZj fP2 - 0 for all j
4= D1-1Pl fP1DlPl fZj Zj fPgDgP2'P2V 1 = 0 for all j
<= PlDlP1fZjZjfP2D2P2' = 0 for all j



^ Q^ZjZj'Qg = O for all j

QED.

In Theorem 2.2, it will be shown that if in model (2.3) y'Q-jy 

and y'Q2y are independently distributed as noncentral chi-squared
irandom variables, then in model (2.1) Y fQ1Y and Y'QgY are

independently distributed as noncentral Wishart random matrices.

Theorem 2.2 extends Pavur's (1987) results to handle noncentral

Wishart matrices. Using Theorem 2.2, if an exact F test exists for

Hq : Cb = 0 in model (2.3), then an exact test can be constructed for

V  CB = 0 in model (2.1). Any of the usual test statistics [ Wilk's

Lambda, Pillai's trace, Roy's maximum root test or Lawley-Hotelling's

trace statistic (Seber 1984)] can be used. A noncentral chi-squared

distribution with degrees of freedom m and noncentrality parameter (j>
2will be denoted by x (m,^) (Muirhead 1982). A t dimensional 

noncentral Wishart distribution with degrees of freedom m, covariance 

matrix 0 , and noncentrality matrix will be denoted by

Wfc(m,fi.fi'1^) (Muirhead 1982).

Theorem 2.2: If in model (2.3) y'Q^y and y'Qgy are independently
Odistributed, for all a^, as

y,Qjy ~ tojx2(mj ’ (VWj)b'X'QjXb) for j=l,2 ,
where m- is the rank of Q., Q. is positive semidefinite,

J J j

S 2 
Wj ^  ’

Wj is positive, and Ci j is trtQjZjZVQj )/tr(Qj) , then in model (2.1) 

Y fQ1Y and Y'QgY are independently distributed as

21
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Y'QjY ~ Wt(nijf Oj , (Qj '1)B'X'QjXB) for j=l,2 ,

where

• 0J Vi-
Proof:

From Theorem 2.1 Y fQ1Y and Y fQ2Y will be distributed 

independently, if Q1Z1Z1fQ2 = 0 for all i. Independence of y fQ1Y and 

Y QgY implies that Q1Var(y)Q2 = 0 for all ct?. Expanding Var(y) 
yields

Q1 CS Z1Z1fO^Q2 = o ,
i=l Z

and

S QiZiZ1fQ2Cr1 = 0 for all ct? .

This implies that Q1Z1Z1fQ2 = 0 for all i. Therefore, Y fQ1Y and

Y fQ2Y are independently distributed.

The matrix Y fQjY will be distributed as a noncentral Wishart

with nij degrees of freedom, covariance matrix Oj , and noncentrality

parameter (Oj'1)BfX fQjXB, if [Qj ® O-1JVar[Vec(Yf)] is idempotent

(Boik in press). The matrix Q.Var(y)/w. is idempotent because
J J

yfQjyZwJ is a chi-squared random variable. This in turn implies that 
QjVar(y)Qj = QjWj. Expanding Wj and Var(y) yields

J 1qJc U " !
2for all Ct1. Therefore, QjC1J and QjZ1Z1fQj must be equal. Using 

this result, it will now be shown that [Q. ® 0."1JVar[Vec(Yf)] isJ J
idempotent, or equivalently that
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[Qj ® Qj'1] - [Qj ® Qj'1]Var[Vec(Y')][Qj ® Qj -1] . (2.8) 

Expanding Var[Vec(Y')] in the right hand side of (2.8) yields

[Qj®Oj "1 JVar [VeeCY' ) ] [QjOfij ~1 ] = E [Qj-Stij "1 J [Zi Zi l SVi ] ^1 ]

= ^[QjZ-Z.'Q.] ® [°j'1Vjnj'1J

- ^ [ Q ^ y ]  8 [Oj-1Vj0j-1]

- J iQj e [Oj-1CljVjOj-1J

;
-Q j - e t o J ^ 1cIjvJ10J 1

- Q j e n J"1
QED.

Test Statistic

The Lawley-Hotelling test statistic used in the balanced case 

can be generalized for use in a general multivariate mixed model.

The Lawley-Hotelling test statistic consists of the trace*of the 

product of a hypothesis quadratic form and the inverse of an error 

quadratic form. Ignoring a constant multiplier these quadratic forms 

are distributed as independent central Wishart matrices with equal 

expectations when the null hypothesis is true.

The proposed test statistic consists of the trace of the product 

of a hypothesis quadratic form and the inverse of an error quadratic 

form. These quadratic forms will be distributed independently with
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equal expectations when the null hypothesis is true. The null 

distribution will be approximated by approximating the distribution 

of the quadratic forms by central Wishart distributions. The test 

statistic can be written as follows

' T21 - tr(HE_1) (2.9)
where H is a hypothesis quadratic form in Y and E is an error 

quadratic form in Y, both to be defined later.

The hypothesis quadratic form will be the usual quadratic form 

for testing the hypothesis AXB = 0 in a multivariate mixed model

Vec(Y) ~ Nnt( XE, Ifc ® In).

■The matrix H is defined as follows

H = Y fQtiY, (2.10)

where

Qr = MxA'(AMxA')'AMx ,

Mx = X(X'X) X' is the perpendicular projection operator onto the 

column space of X,

AMxY is the ordinary least squares estimator for AXB, 

and

Ifc ® (AMxA') is the covariance matrix of AMxY if Vj = 0  for 

j=r+l,...,s-1, and Vg = Ifc.

The matrix H can also be written as
A  . ’ A

H “ B'C[C(X'X) C'] CB (2.11)

where

B = (X'X) X'Y is a least-squares estimator of B.

The expected value of H, under general Vj, is



and when Hq is true this reduces to

s
E(H|H0 is true) - S tr(Z.Z.'(X1)V,.

j = l  J J J

The error quadratic form will be selected so that it is 

distributed independently of the hypothesis quadratic form and under 

the null hypothesis will have the same expected value as the 

hypothesis quadratic form. Theorem 2.1 provides the necessary 

framework for guaranteeing that E is independent of H.

The matrix E is a multivariate MINQUEO type estimator of 

E(H|H0 is true) and is defined as follows

E = Y'QeY 1 (2.12)

where Qe is a symmetric matrix which satisfies the following 

conditions:

(1) QeZj Z V M xA' - 0 for j=l, . ., ,s,

(2) QeX = O 1

(3) E(E) = E(H|H0 is true), 

and
2 o(4) tr(QE) is the minimum of tr(Q ) for all Q that satisfy the above

conditions.

Condition I) guarantees the independence of H and E by Theorem 2.1. . 

Conditions 2), 3), and 4) are the usual conditions for obtaining the 

MINQUEO estimator of E(H)Hq is true). The E matrix is the MINQUEO 

estimator of E(H|Ho is true) in the augmented model
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Y = UB* + Z Z.U. (2.13)
• j = r + l  J J

where

W = [ X I Z^Z^'M^A' j ... I ZgZjgfM^A' ] is the augmented X matrix 

and

B*' = [ 'B' I Br+ '̂ I ••• I ®r+s' ] is the augmented B matrix. 
Conditions I) and 2) can be written as QgW =0. Following Searle 

(1979) and using model (2.13) Qg can be written as

= rJ C1H - V zJzJ'(1D-1V  . (2'14)
J=I

where

r = [ T1 , . . .., r g ] ' = TS,

S = {tr(ZjZj 'QH)),

r  = I t r ( Z i Zi - ( I n -Mtt)Zj Z y d n -Mw) ) - 1 , 

and

Mw = W(W1W)-W' is the perpendicular projection operator onto the 

column space of W.
A

MINQUEO type estimators of Vj , Vj , can be obtained by using Bj in
th 'place of 5, where e. is the j column of an n by n identity matrix.

Distribution Under the Null 
Hypothesis

To use the test statistic (2.9) to conduct a test, its 

distribution under the null hypothesis is needed. In general its 

distribution will depend on the unknown covariance matrices. An 

approximate null distribution will be obtained using estimates of the
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covariance matrices. The distributions of H and E under the null 

hypothesis will be approximated by distributions of independent 

central Wishart matrices, Wr and Wg having distributions, 

wH ~ Wt(mH 1 (1ZmH)0) and Wg - Wt(mE , (l/mE)0).
The matrices H and E must be.positive definite or positive 

semidefinite with probability close to one in order for a Wishart 

distribution to be a reasonable approximation for the their 

distribution. Satterthwaite (1941) in developing his approximation 

for the distribution of univariate quadratic forms also cautioned 

against its use in cases where the quadratic form may be negative.

The H matrix will always be a positive semidefinite matrix because Qh 

is a positive semidefinite matrix. In general there is no guarantee

that E will be a positive semidefinite matrix. One approach to
1

dealing with cases where E is not positive semidefinite is to remove 

enough traits from the analysis until the new E matrix is a positive 

semidefinite matrix. This approach will be taken here.

The distribution for a general quadratic form in Y , Y'QY, can 

be approximated by a central Wishart distribution in several ways, 

four of which will be examined here. The Tt*1 method involves equating 

the first, moment of Y'QY to the first moment of a central Wishart, . 

W^, having distribution

Wi - WtCmi , ( V m i)Q).

The methods differ in which function of the second moments is used.

First Moment. Under the null hypothesis the expected value of 

QY is zero. The expected value of Y'QY is
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E(Y'QYIH is true) - S tr(Z.Z.'Q)V. .
j=l J J J

The expected value of Wi is Q. Equating E(Wi) to E(Y'QY) yields

s - O = S t r ( Z iZifQ)V,. (2.15)
J=I J J J

The E matrix was selected in such a way that its expected value was

equal to the expected value of H under the null hypothesis. For both

E and H the covariance matrix, 0, is equal to E(h |Hq is true). The

MINQUEO type estimator of O is E.

Second Moment. The variance of Vec(Y'QY) can be used to obtain

the degrees of freedom to use in the approximation. The resulting 
2 2matrix is a t by t matrix, but only a scalar parameter is needed. 

Therefore, a single valued function will be used to obtain an 

approximate degrees of freedom. There are many possible functions 

that could be used. Four different functions will be examined. They 

are "

f1{Var[Vec(Y'QY)]) = Var(tr(Y'QY)), 

f2{Var[Vec(Y' QY) ]} = Var(tr(Y'QYO"1)),
If3{Var[Vec(Y' QY) ]) - tr{Var[Vec(Y'QY)]},
;and

f4 {Var[Vec(Y'QY)]} = tr(Var[Vec(Y'QYfi*1)]}.

The first function can be rewritten as follows
I

f1(Var[Vec(Y'QY)]} = Var[tr(Y'QY)]

t
= Var[ S (YifQYi)] 

i=l
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t t

= S  S CovCyi'Qy.,y 'Qy1), 
i-1 j=l 1 1 J J

th 'where Ji is the iV11 column of Y. From Searle (1971)

C°v(y^'Qy^,Yj 'Qyj) can be rewritten as 

Cov(Yi-QyiiyVQyj) = tr [ Q C o v ^  ,Yj ' )QCov(yj ,yV) +

QCovfyj,yj - XQCovfyj ,yj')]

; - 2tr[Q<_ E -Zk v ^ 1 )Q( S ZfZf-,,! )]
K=I 1=1

where  ̂j) is the ij ̂  element of V^. Summing over i and j and

bringing the summations over k and f to the outside yields

s s
q.tVar [Vec(Y-QY) ] } - S ^S ZtrfQZkZk -QZfZf' )tr(VfcVf) .

Applying the same function to Wf yields

^(VartVec(W1)] } = Ztr(Q2)Zmf.

Equating ^(Var[Vec(Wf)]) to ff{Var[Vec(Y'QY)]} and solving for mf 
yields

2mf = ___________ tr(Q ). __________  . (2.16)

J itrCqZlJZk ^ Z fZf^ t rfVkVf*

In a similar fashion an estimate for the degrees of freedom can 

be obtained from the second function by noting that the second 

function involves a linear transformation of the t dependent 

variables. Applying (2.16) to the transformed dependent variables 

yields

Hi2 “ _______ ________ t ____________________ . (2.17)
S S 1 1  S S  IrfQZkZfc'QZfZf ')tr(VfcO"1VfO"1)
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The third function can be rewritten as follows 

f3{Var[Vec(Y'QY)]}. = tr{Var[Vec(Y'QY)]}

t t
= S  S VarCy.'Qy.). 
i=l j=l J

From Searle (1971), Var(y^'Qyj) can be rewritten as 

Var (y VQyj) = tr [QCovCyi ,yj ' )QCov(yi ,yj ') ] + 

tr[QCov(yi ,yi')QCov(yj,yj')]

S 2 s 2
= W ^ k d , i))Q( =k—I . . f=l

Summing over i and j and bringing the summations over k and f to the 

outside yields

s
fo{Var[Vec(Y'QY)]) - S

k=l

s
S
f=l

^(QZkZk fQZfZf').

U r(VkVf) + tr(Vk)trCVf)] .

Applying the same function to W3 yields
f3(Var [Vec(W3) ] } = [tr(£22)+tr(Q)2]/m3 .

Equating f3(Var[Vec(W3)]) to f3{Var[Vec(Y'QY) ]} and solving for m3 

yields

m3 = [tr(Q2)+tr(0)2]/( S
k=l

s
S tr 
f=l

(QZkZk ' Q Z A ' )  •

[Cr(VkVf) + Cr(Vk)Lr(Vf)]I. (2.18)

In a similar fashion an estimate for the degrees of freedom can 

be obtained from the fourth function by noting that the fourth 

function involves a linear transformation of the t dependent
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variables. Applying. (2.18) to the transformed dependent variables 
yields

2 '■ sm4 = (t + t )/{ 2 2 tr(QZ1Z,'QZ^Zf').
k=l f=l

Jtr(VkAvfQ) + tr(VkO)tr(VfQ)]). (2.19)
As was noted earlier the true values of O and the Vk 's are 

unknown and must be estimated to obtain critical values. To obtain a 

. critical value, the MINQUEO type estimates of the covariance matrices 

will be used. That is, E will be substituted for 0 and Vk for Vk .

The test statistic will have an approximate Lawley-Hotelling 

generalized T distribution with degrees of freedom obtained by 

substituting Qy in for Q for the numerator degrees of freedom and 

substituting Qg in for Q for the denominator degrees of freedom and 

multiplying the test statistic by the numerator degrees of freedom. 

Clearly, if the test statistic times the numerator degrees of freedom 

does have a Lawley-Hotelling generalized T distribution, then the 

four methods will all yield the same degrees of freedom and their 

values will not depend on what positive definite matrices are 

selected for 0 and Vk , assuming the value of 0 is consistent with the 

selection of the Vk 's .

Distribution under the Alternative 
Hypothesis

Under the alternative hypothesis, the assumption that QyXB = 0 

can ho longer be made. The distribution of H will be approximated by 

a noncentral Wishart matrix, Wy, having distribution

WH ~ Wt^mH ’ (Vniy)Q, HiyO-1S). \
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The distribution for a general quadratic form in Y, Y'QY, can be 

approximated by a noncentral Wishart distribution in several ways, 

four of which will be examined here. As in the central case, each 

method involves equating the first moment of Y'QY to the first moment 

of a noncentral Wishart matrix, Wi, having distribution

Wi ~ Wt^rai’ ( V m i)Q, HijO" 1S)
with the additional assumption that the same O is used for both the 

hypothesis and error quadratic forms. As in the central case, the 

methods differ in which function of the second moments is used.

First Moment. Under the alternative hypothesis the expected 

value of QY is QXB. The expected value of Y'QY is

s  ' -

E(Y'QY) = S tr(Z.Z,'Q)V. + B'X'QXB.
j=l J J J

The .expected value Wi is 0 + $. Equating E(Wi) to E(Y'QY) and using 
(2.15) yields

S
Q - S t r ( Z 1Z^Q)V1 . .

J = I j j j
and

$ = B'X'QXB.

Second Moment. The same four functions will be examined to 

obtain an approximate degrees of freedom for the hypothesis quadratic 

form. The first function can be rewritten as follows 

f1(Var[Vec(Y'QY)]) = Var[tr(Y'QY)]

s
= Var [ S (YivQyi)]

i=l
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s s

= E E CovCy.'Qy-.y.'Qy ). 
i-1 J=I 1 1 J J

From Searle (1971), Cov(yi'Qyi,yj'Qyj) can be rewritten as 

CovCyVQyv y j 'Qyj) = 2tr[QCov(yi,yj ' )QCov(yj ̂ i') ] +

^ifQCovCyj +

/*1'QCov Cyjfyj') Q^. +
Mj 'QCovCyi,y V  ̂ j +

Aj 'QCovCyiiyj ')Q^i

= 2 = ,= 2tr[Q(JS^ZtZt'o^(i j))] +

^ i  ' 9 ^ f l 2 k 2 k ' a ^ i l j  ^ +

'Q(kfI2k k̂'akCj ,j)}9^i +

. :
Mj Q(kf1ZkZk CTk(i,i))Q/ij +

' 9 ^ f i 2k2k' CTk (i, j )>9^i •

Where ^i is the It*1 column of the expected value of Y. Summing over 

i and j and bringing the sums over k and f to the outside yields

s s
fi(Var[Vec(Y'QY])) = S  E 2trCQZkZfc'QZfZf')tr(VfcVf) +

s
S 2tr(B'X'QZfcZfc'QXB)tr(Vfc) + 

s
E 2tr(B-XfQZkZfc'QXBVfc).
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Applying the same function to W1 yields

f1{Var[Vec(W1)]} = [2tr(fi2) + 2tr(*)tr(Q) + 2tr(£»)]/m1. 

Equating ^(VartVec(W1) ] } to ^(VartVec(YfQY)]) and solving for m1 
yields

In1 = [tr(02) + tr($)tr(0) + tr(Q$) ]/
s s

.-IfcS S tr(QZkZfcfQZfZf^tr(VkVf) +

s
S tr(B'X,QZkZk'QXB)tr(Vk) +

• s
2 tr(BfX fQZkZk 'QXBVk)]. (2.20)

k=l

In a similar fashion an estimate-for the degrees of freedom can 

be obtained from, the second function by noting the second function 

involves a linear transformation of the t dependent variables. 

Applying (2.20) to the transformed dependent variables yields 

m2 = [ t + t-tr($Q*1) + tr($0"-"-)]/

s s
[^1 ^ t r t Q Z kZk fQZfZf ' )tr(VkQ -1VfO" 1O +

s
2 tr(B'X fQZ1Zv fQXBO-1Hr(V1O -1O + 

k=l K k

2 ^ ( B fX fQZkZk fQXBO-1VkO-1)]. (2.21)
k=l

The third function can be rewritten as follows

f3(Var [Vec(YfQY) ] } = tr(Var [Vec(YfQY) ].}

s s
= 2  2 Varty.'Qy.).
' i-1 j=l J
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From Searle (1971), Var(y^'Qyj) can be rewritten as 

VarCyifQyj) - tr[QCov(yi,yj ')QCov(yi ,yj ')] + 

tr[QCov(yi,yi')QCov(yj ,yj ')] +
PifQCovCyj ,yj')Q^i +
Pj 'QCovCyiiyi')Qpj +

2pi'QCovCyj >yif)QPj

trtQ(k=lZkZk'a^ (i’i))Q(f-lZfZf,a^( j +

. , 2
Q(kfx2Icz^ ak(i,i))Q/ij +

2/ii'Q(k^1Zk^k 'akCi,j))Q/ij •

Summing over i and j and bringing the summations for k and f to the 

outside yields

s s
fo{Var [Vec(YfQY) ] ) = E  E ^(QZvZ-fQZfZf' ).

k=l f=l ^ 1 1

[fcrCVkVf) + tr(Vk)tr(Vf)] +

S Ztr(BfX fQZkZk fQXB)fcrCVk) +

E Ztr(BfX fQZvZv fQXBVv) 
k=l ^ ̂  k

Applying the same function to yields
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f3{Var[Vec(W3)]} = [tr(Q2) + tr(Q)2 + 2tr($)tr(0) + 2tr($0)]/m3 

Equating f3{Var[Vec(W3)]} to f3(Var[Vec(Y'QY) ]) and solving for m3 
yields

0 0m3 = [tr(Q^) + tr(O) + 2tr($)tr(Q) + 2tr($Q)]/ 
s s

[ S S ^(QZkZk 'QZfZf')* 
k=l f=l K K £ *

[tr(VkVf) + tr(Vk)tr(Vf)] +

2 2tr(B'X'QZlfZv -QXBHr(Vv) + 
k=l K k .

^2tr(B'X'QZkZk 'QXBVk) ] . (2.22)

In a similar fashion, an estimate of the degrees of freedom can 

be obtained from the fourth function by noting that the fourth 

function involves a linear transformation of the t dependent 

variables. Applying (2.22) to the transformed dependent variables 

yields

m4 = [ t  + t 2 + 2 t - t r ( $ 0 ' 1 ) +  2 t r ( $ n ' 1 ) ] /

s s
( S S ^(QZkZk 'QZfZf') 
k=l f-1 K K '

[tr(VkO"IvfQ-I) + tr(VkQ"1)tr(VfQ"1)] +

S 2tr(B-X-QZkZk -QXBQ"1)tr(VkQ"1) +

S 2tr(B-X'QZkZk -QXBO"1VkQ"1)}. (2.23)
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Distribution when 0 has Rank I

When testing a hypothesis where C has rank one, the resulting Qh 

will also have rank one. Theorem 2.3 will establish that the matrix 

Y'QY will have an exact. Wishart distribution, with a single degree of 

freedom, whenever the rank of Q is equal to one. From Theorem 2.3 

the matrix.H will have an exact Wishart distribution with a single 

degree of freedom. Furthermore, the degrees of freedom for the 

numerator of the test statistic, resulting from the approximations, 

will also be one.

Theorem 2.3: If a positive semidefinite matrix Q has rank one, 

then in model (2.1) Y'QY is distributed as

Y'QY ~ WtU, Q"1 , (0‘1)B'X'QXB)

where

s
Q = S  c-V-

and C^ = tr(QZ^ZV ) .

Proof:

If [Q ® Q ^]Var[Vec(Y')] is idempotent then Y'QY will be 

distributed as Wfc(I, Q""*", (O-^)BfX fQXB) (Boik in press). The 

idempotency condition is equivalent to [Q ® Q" ] =

[Q ® Q ^JVar[Vec(Y f)][Q ® 0 ^], because Var[Vec(Y')] is positive 

definite. Expanding Var[Vec(Yf)] yields

:[Q ® O-1JVar [Vec(Yf) ] [Q ® O -1]= S [Q ® 0-1][Z.Z,f ® V. ] [Q ® O -1]

S
= S [QZ.Z.'Q] ® [0-1v .0-1]. (2.24) 
i=l
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The matrix Q can be written as q|q' where q is n by one matrix, 

because Q has rank one. The matrix QZiZifQ can be written as

QZiZ-fQ = qqf ZiZ ^ q q f

= qtr(qfZiZifq)qf 

= qqf UrCqqfZjZi')

=QtrCQZiZi')

= Qci. C2.25)
Substituting (2.25) into (2.24) yields

[Q ® Q"1]Var[Vec(Yf)][Q ® fl'1]= Z Q @ [Q-1C-V-O'1]
i=l

= Q ® [0-1( S c-V-)Q-1] 
i=l

= Q ® O -1.

QED.

Simultaneous Confidence Intervals

Building confidence intervals for linear functions of the fixed 

effects is closely tied to testing hypotheses about linear functions 

of the fixed effects. Associated with test statistic (2.9) is a set 

of simultaneous confidence intervals for linear functions of the form 

A fVec(CB). The confidence intervals will be found by maximizing a 

scaled function of AfVec(CB) over all A. In constructing the 

confidence intervals it will be assumed that the approximations for 

the null distribution of the. test statistic are reasonable and that E 

is positive definite.

The scaled function of AfVec(CB) to be maximized is

S (B) = [AfVec(CB)]2/ U f [E ® C(XfX)-C f ]A}. (2.26)
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If E ® C(X'X) C was positive definite it would be a simple matter to 

maximize (2.26). However, the rank of C (i.e. , m) may be less than 

the number of rows in C (i.e., h). It will be convenient to 
decompose C as i

C = PR (2.27)
where

P is an h by m matrix such that P'P *= I 

and '

R is an m by p matrix of rank m.

Substituting (2.27) into E ® C(XfX)-C' yields E ® PR(XfX) R fP f. 

Expanding E ® PR(XfX) R fP f yields

E ® C(XfX)-Cf = (I ® P)[E ® R(XfX)-R f ] (I ® P f). (2.28) 

Because C = AX, C(XfX) C f has the same rank as C and therefore 

R(XfX)-R f is a positive definite matrix. Substituting (2.27) into 

Vec(CB) yields Vec(PRB). Expanding Vec(PRB) yields

Vec(CB) = (I ® P)Vec(RB). (2.29)

Substituting (2.27) and (2.28) into (2.26) yields

0(B) = [A*fVec(RB)]2/{A*'[E ® R(XfX)-R f]A*} (2.30)

where A* = (I ® P f)A. The matrix E ® R(XfX) R f is positive definite, 

because E and R(XfX) R f are positive definite. From the Cauchy- 

Schwarz inequality, the function 0(B) will be maximized over all A* 

at A = [E ® R(XfX) R f ] ^Vec(RB) with a maximum value of

max[0(B)] = Vec(RB)'[E ® R(X?X) R f]'1Vec(RB) (2.31) 

(Seber 1984). This will be the maximum over all A, if a A can be 

found such that (I ® P')A = [E ® R(XfX) "R' ]"1Vec(RB). Because P was 

selected such that P fP = I,
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A =  (I ® P) [E ® R(X'X) R' ] 1Vec(RB) 

will maximize Q(B) over all A. The maximum value of 6 (B) can be 
written as

max[5(B) ] = Vec(RB) ' [E"1 ® [R(XfX)-R ^ -1JVec(RB). 

Simplifying this yields

max[0(B)] = Vec(RB)'Vec{[R(X1X)-R']-1RB(E-1))

Since Vec(A) 'Vec(B) = tr(A'B) the maximum value of Q(B) can be 
written as

max[0(B)] = tr{B'R'[R(XfX)-R']-1RB(E-1)}.

Because P[R(X'X) R'] 1P' is a generalized inverse for C(XfX)C', the 

maximum value of 5(B) becomes

max[0(B)] = tr{B'C'[C(X'X)-C']-CBE-1} (2.32)
A

which is the proposed test statistic for testing Hq : C B =  0, if B was 

substituted in place of B.

Simultaneous confidence intervals for A B  can be constructed by
■

substituting (B - B) for B in (2.26). Making this substitution 

yields

0(B-B) - {A'Vec[C(B-B)])2/{Af[E ® C(XfX)-C']A). (2.33) 

Because (2.32) is the maximum value of 0(B) this implies that

0(B-B) < tr{(B-B)'C'[C(XfX)-C'J-C(B-B)). (2.34)

The right hand side of (2.34) will be distributed the same as the
o 9null distribution of T . Let T ^ be the 100(l-a) percentile of the 

null distribution of T2. From (2.34) and the distribution of the 

right hand side of (2.34) the following result is obtained

Prob[0(B-B) < T2q : V A] = 1-a. (2.35)
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Assuming E is positive definite and bringing the denominator of 

9 (B-B). to the right hand side of the inequality yields

Prob{A'Vec[C(B-B)]2 < T2q A'[E ® C(XfX)-C']A: V A ) =  1-a. 

Bringing Vec(CB) to the right hand side yields the following lOO(l-a) 

simultaneous confidence interval, for A fVec(CB)

LB < A fVec(CB) < UB

where LB.is the lower bound of the confidence interval and is equal 
to

LB = A fVec(CB) - (T2q A'[E ® C(XfX)-C fJAJh 

and UB is.the upper bound of the confidence interval and is equal to 

UB = AfVec(CB) + (T2^Af[E ® C(XfX)-C f]A)h .

As with the proposed test statistic the reasonableness of the 

simultaneous confidence intervals depend on how closely the null 

distributions of H and E follow a central Wishaft distribution and on 

E being positive definite.

Example

Data collected on 37 calves born to mature Hereford, cows in 1977 

will be used to illustrate an hypothesis test of fixed effects in an 

unbalanced multivariate mixed model. The data are presented in Table 

I. In this experiment Angus (A) and Simmental (S) bulls were mated 

to mature Hereford cows. Weaning weight and yearling weight were 

recorded as measures of the calves' performance along with the 

calves' birth date, sire and sex. A complete description of the 

experiment, from which this subset of data was taken, can be found in 

Lawlor et al. (1984). Twenty one of the calves were sired by 9 Angus 

bulls and the remaining 16 of the calves were sired by 10 Simmental
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bulls. The model for the dependent variables, weaning weight and
yearling weight is

3 2
' Y  = 2 X1B- + S Z.U., (2.36)

i-1 j-1 J J .
where

Y is a 37 by 2 matrix where the first column consists of the 37

weaning weights in pounds and the second column consists of the 

37 yearling weights in pounds,

X-̂  is a 37 by 2 matrix consisting of ones and zeros with a one in the

first column if calf was sired by an Angus bull and a one in the

second column if the calf was sired by a Simmental bull, 

is a 2 by 2 matrix of breed effects,

X2 is a 37 by 2 matrix consisting of ones and zeros with a one in the

first column if the calf is a female (F) and a one in the second

column if the calf is a male (M), .

B2 is a 2 by 2 matrix of sex effects,

X3 is a 37 by I matrix containing the day of the year that the calf 
was born,

B3 is a I by 2 matrix containing the regression coefficients for 
birth date,

Z1 is a 37 by 19 matrix of ones and zeros in which the ith column 

contains a one if the calf was sired by the It*1 sire,

U1 is a 19 by 2 matrix containing the sire effects,

Z2 is a 37 by 37 identity matrix,
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Table I. Weaning Weight and Yearling Weight Data for Angus and 
_____Simmental Sired Calves.______________________

Weaning
Weight

Yearling
Weight

Sex of 
Calf

Sire
Breed

Sire
ID

Birth
Date

540 1056 M A 6216 081
430 0728 F A 6216 H O
375 0614 F A 6217 096
550 1062 M A 6217 072
475 0954 M A 6219 - 074
485 0758 F A 6219 075
540 1034 M ' A 6220 081
. 465 • 0766 F A 6220 102
485 1022 M A 6221 082
510 0751 F A 6222 068
475 0687 F A 6222 092
475 1102 M A 6223 072
470 1044 M A 6223 082
465 0706 F A 6223 082
540 1026 M A 6223 070
470 1046 M A 6223 094
410 0660 F A 6224 071
475 1028 M A 6224 093
465 0696 F A 6224 077

. 530 . 0815 F • A 6229 075
445 0665 F A 6229 100
480 0766 F S 0003 079
475 0752 F S 0006 090
540 0772 F S 0006 093
435 0725 F S 0008 091
540 1160 M S 0008 089
415 1095 M S 14 076
490 1058 M S 14 077
505 0709 F S 15 H O
495 1046 M S SM39 095
470 0776 F S 0048 H O
430 . 0930 M S , 0048 096
475 1030 M S 0048 091
470 1020 M S 1004 096
490 0990 M S 1004 116
360 0569 F S 8603 117
440 0670 F S 8607 091

I
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Ug is a 37 by 2 matrix of residuals.

The null hypothesis to be tested is that the breed of the sire 

has no effect on either the weaning weight or the yearling weight of 

calves. The hypothesis quadratic form was constructed using equation 
(2.11) as follows

B - 282.95 503.66

283.92' 527.78 

271.74 358.84

295.14 672.61

-1.03 -1.73

C = ( I - I O O O )

CB = ( -.97 -24.12 )

6.8 170.3

170.3 4236.5

It should be noted that B is not unique, because B is not estimable.
A

However, CB is unique, because CB is estimable. The error quadratic 

form was constructed from equation (2.12) and yielded

1805.2 1430.0 

1430.0 2760.0

Substituting H and E into the test statistic (2.9) yielded

2.4441.
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To determine if these differences are statistically significant 

approximate p -values are needed. These p -values along with the 

approximate degrees of freedom are presented in Table 2. Based on 

this data set it cannot be concluded that the breed of the sire has 

an effect on either the weaning weight or yearling weight of their 
calves.

Table 2. Approximate Degrees of Freedom and P-values.
Formula

Decrees of 
Hvnothesis

Freedom
Error n-value

2.16 I 14.558 .3485
2.17 I 14.802 .3476
2.18 ' I 14.615 .3483
2.19 I 14.838 .3474

Balanced Data.

When the data are balanced it can be shown that the proposed 

test is equivalent to the Lawley-Hotelling test statistic for 

multivariate balanced data. The only difference between the proposed 

test and the test for balanced data is that the proposed test uses a 

MINQUEO type estimator for O while the balanced data test uses the 

ordinary MINQUEO estimator for Q. Therefore, the tests will be the 

same if it can be shown that the MINQUEO type estimator for 0 is the 

ordinary MINQUEO estimator for Q when the data are balanced.

The difference between the MINQUEO type estimator and the 

ordinary MINQUEO estimator is that the MINQUEO type estimator has the 

condition that QW = 0 while the ordinary MINQUEO estimator has the 

condition that QX =0. If it can be shown that the column space of W 

is the same as the column space of X, then the estimators and, 

therefore, the tests are equivalent. Theorem 2.4 will show that the
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column space of W and the column space of X are the same when the 

data are balanced and therefore provide the necessary framework for 

showing that for balanced data the MINQUEO type estimator and the 

ordinary MINQUEO estimator are equivalent.

Theorem 2.4: If the matrices X1..... Xr , Z1...... Zg have

Kronecker structure (Definition 2.1), then the column space of W and 

the column space of X are the same.

Proof:

The matrix W can be partitioned as [ W q  | W1 | ... | Wg] where

Wq = X and Wj = ZjZj'MyA. The column space of X is contained in the

column space of W because Wq = X. The column space of W will be

contained in the column space of X if the column space of Wj, for

j=l,...,s is contained in the column space of X. This will be true

if ZjZj'X is contained in the column space of X. This will be true

if ZjZjfX1, for i =l,...,r, is contained in the column space of X1.

Th? matrix Z.Z.'X- can be written asJ J 1
ZjZj'Xi = [Gr+j(l) ® ••• ® Gr+j(a)]*

[G'r+j(l) ® ••• ® G 'r+j(a)J*
0 ® Gi(a)][Gi(l) 

a
\ ® i [Gr+j(k)G'r+j(k)Gi(k)]-

The matrix ZjZjfX1 will be contained in the column space of X1 if 

Gr+j (k)G 'r+j (k)Gi(k) is contained in the column space of G1^  , for
k=l.... a. There are two possible values for G1^  , I and I.

If Gi(k) is equal to I, then Gr+j (k)G fr+j(k)G1(k) is equal to
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Gi(k)Gr+j(k)G 'r+j(k)Gi(k) and is therefore, in the column space of

Gl(k)-
If Gi(k) equal to I, then the value of Gr+J. ̂  must be 

considered, which also must be egual to I or I. If Gr+j ^  is equal 

to I, then Gr+j(k)G>r+j(k)Gi(k) *s ^qual to and is therefore,
in. the column space of G ^ ^ y  If both Gr+j and Gi(k) are equal to 

I, then Gr+j(k)G'r+j(k)G.(k) is equal to Gi(k)G'r+j(k)G.(k) and is 

therefore, in the column space of G ^ ^  . Therefore,

Gr+j (k)G'r+j (k)Gi(k) is in the column space of Gi^  . Therefore, W 
is in the column space of X.

QED.

Conclusion

The test developed in this chapter provides an approximate 

procedure for testing fixed effects in an unbalanced multivariate 

mixed model. When the data are balanced the proposed test is exact. 

Several different approximations to both the null and non-null 

distributions of the test statistic were developed. In addition, an 

example provided an illustration of how the test is implemented. 

Simultaneous confidence intervals based on the test statistic were 

also constructed. In the next chapter, a Monte-Carlo study is 

conducted in order to examine the accuracy of the approximation.
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CHAPTER 3 

MONTE-CARLO STUDY

In the last chapter, an approximate test was developed for 

testing hypotheses about fixed effects in a multivariate mixed model 

for unbalanced data. Four approximations to the null distribution of 

the test statistics were used to obtain critical values. An exact 

test can also be constructed for testing the same hypotheses. The 

exact test is constructed by selecting a balanced subset of the full 

data set. Two questions that arise are what are the true sizes of 

the approximate tests and how does the power of the approximate test 

compare to an exact test. A Monte-Carlo study was conducted to 

answer these questions.

Data Set

Model

To select a reasonable model for use in the simulation, data 

from research comparing different breeds of cattle were used. A 

complete description of this experiment can be found in Lawlor et al. 

(1984). From this data set a subset of the dat'a was selected. This 

subset contained the 76 calves born to mature Hereford cows in 1977. 

As in the example from the last chapter, weaning weight and yearling 

weight were recorded as measures of the calf's performance along with 

the calf's birth date, sire and sex. The data on the 37 calves sired
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by Angus and Simmental bulls are presented in Table I. The data on 

the remaining 39 calves sired by Polled Hereford (PH), Horned 

Hereford (HH), and 1/2 Simmental-1/2 Hereford (SH) bulls are 

presented in Table 3. The number of sires in each of the sire breeds 

ranged from a minimum of four for the Horned Hereford to a maximum of 

10 for the Angus. The number of calves produced by a particular sire 

ranged from a minimum of one to a maximum of five with an average of 
just oyer two calves per sire.

The model for the dependent variables, weaning weight and 

yearling weight, is that of (2.36) with the addition of effects for 

the three additional sire breeds and is presented below

3 2
Y = S  X.B. + S Z-U- (3.1)

i=l j-1 J J
where

Y is a 76 by 2 matrix where the first column consists of the 76

weaning weights in pounds and the. second column consists of the 

76 yearling weights in pounds,

X1 is a 76 by 5 matrix consisting of ones and zeros with a one in the 

first, second, third, fourth or fifth column if calf was sired 

by an Angus, Simmental, Polled Hereford, Horned Hereford, or 1/2 

Simmental-1/2 Hereford bull respectively,

Bi is a 5 by 2 matrix of breed effects,

X2 is a 76 by 2 matrix consisting of ones and zeros with a one in the

first column if the calf is a female (F) and a one in the second 
<•

column if the calf is a male (M),

B2 is a 2 by 2 matrix of sex effects,
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Table 3. Weaning Weight arid Yearling Weight Data for Polled 
Hereford, Horned Hereford, and 1/2 Simmental-1/2 Hereford 

_____ Sired Calves.________________________
Weaning
Weieht

Yearling
Weight

Sex of 
Calf

Sire
Breed

Sire
ID

Birth
Date

440 0940 M PH 9501 083
570 1134 M PH 9501 084
450 0965 M ' PH 9501 078
480 1012 M PH 9503 092
470 0710 F PH 9503 107
470 . 0747 F PH 9503 073
505 . 1014 M PH 9504 082
450 0920 M PH 9504 109
415 0645 F PH 9505 088
425 0990 M PH 9505 105
415 0982 M PH 9505 106
380 0586 F PH 9506 104
510 0750 F PH 9507 072
375 0621 F PH 9507 082
495 0968 M HH 954 097
340 0948 M HH 954 093
405 0629 F HH 963 108
355 0909 M HH 963 097
425 0595 F HH 9001 090
445 . 1030 M HH 9002 076
580 1146 M HH 9002 087
545 0978 M SH 840 081
540 1066 M SH 840 090
475 1050 M SH 842 078
430 0715 F SH 842 083
370 0605 F SH 842 113
415 0629 F SH 843 114
425 0660 F SH 843 104
415 0650 F SH 843 096
400 0607 F SH 844 086
490 0738 F SH 846 098
505 1024 M SH 846 098
405 0684 F SH 847 095
460 0701 F SH . 847 102
390 0698 F SH 848 076
390 0568 F SH 848 084
490 0710 F SH 925 082
405 0651 F SH . 925 103
425 0992 M SH 925 117
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X3 is a 76 by I matrix containing the day of the year that the calf 

was born,

B3 is a I by 2 matrix containing the regression coefficients for 
birth date,

Z1 is a 76 by 37 matrix of ones and zeros in which the ith column 

contains a one if the calf was sired by the Ith sire,

U1 is a 37 by 2 matrix containing the sire effects,

Zg is a 76 by 76 identity matrix, 

and

Ug is a 76 by 2 matrix of residuals.

Hypothesis Test

Two types of hypotheses that are of interest when comparing a 

group of fixed effects are an omnibus hypothesis and a paired 

comparison hypothesis. An omnibus null hypothesis for the breed 

effects would be that all five breeds have the same effect on weaning 

weight and yearling weight. The C matrix for testing this hypothesis

> Co ’ is
C0=  U 5 - (1/5)J5 I O5 3 ] (3.2)

where Op ^ is a p by q matrix of zeroes. A paired comparison null 

hypothesis for breed effects would be that the Angus and Simmental 

breeds had the. same effect on weaning weight and yearling weight.

The C matrix for testing this hypothesis, Cc , is

Cc = [  I -I 0 0 0 0 0 0] . (3.2)

The two hypotheses, Hq : CqB = 0 and Hq : CcB = 0 where B' =

[ B 1' I Bg' | B3' ], were tested using the proposed test statistic 

(2.9) and an exact test. The exact test was constructed by using
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only the data on the first calf from each sire in the data set and 

using the Lawley-Hotelling test statistic. The p -values and 

associated degrees of freedom of the tests are presented in Table 4. 

The test comparing all five breeds produced a T2 of 2.9912 using the
oproposed test and a T of 3.3879 using the exact test. The p -values 

for both the approximate and exact tests were well above .05. The 

tests comparing the Angus and Simmental breeds produced a T2 of 

2.4461 using the proposed test and a T2 of 5.6983 using the exact 

test. While the p-value for the proposed test was well above .05, 

the exact test did produde a p-value of .0822, slightly above .05.

It should be noted that the exact test would produce different 

results depending on which subset of the data was selected. In 

addition the exact test used less than half the available data.

iaDie 4. ueerees 

Hvnothesis

; or rreeao 
Formula 
or Test

m ana D-values 
Degrees of 

Hvnothesis

tor tne KuJ 
Freedom 

Error

Li Uata bet. 

n -value
Five Breed

2.16 3.999 23.477 .2378
2.17 3.998 23.644 .2372
2.18 4.000 23.513 .2376
2.19 3.999 23.672 .2371

Exact 4 30 .1545
Two Breed

2.16 I 28.730 .3220
2.17 I 29.258 .3225
2.18 I 28.825 .3219
2.19 I 29.314 .3215

Exact I 30 .0822

Covariance Matrices

To select a reasonable covariance structure for the simulation, 

estimated covariance matrices based on the data in Tables I and 3, 

will be used. One method of estimating covariance matrices in
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multivariate mixed models is Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML)

(Sc^iaeffer et al. 1978). Estimation by REML guarantees that the 

estimated covariance matrices will be positive definite or positive 

semidefinite and therefore useful in the simulation. The estimated 

covariance matrices are

105 80

80 91

and

2147 1727. 

1727 3062

where is the estimated covariance matrix associated with the sire 

effects and Vg is the estimated covariance matrix associated with the 

residuals. The estimated covariance matrices indicate that the 

random effect associated with sire accounts for only a small portion 

of the total variation, five percent for weaning weight and three 

percent for yearling weight. The small portion of the total 

variation being accounted for would indicate that a considerable 

amount of information could be lost by not using information on all 

the calves produced by a sire. The estimated covariance matrices 

also indicate that weaning weight and yearling weight are positively 

correlated, .82 for the sire random effect and .67 for the residual.
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Simulation

Model

The model (3.1) used in analyzing the full data set above will 

be used in the simulation. The two hypotheses Hq : CqB = 0 versus 

Ha : CqB / 0 and Hq : CqB = 0 versus Hq : CqB / 0 will be tested. The 

hypothesis of no breed differences will allow a comparison of how the 

different test procedures perform when testing a multiple degree of 

freedom hypothesis. The hypothesis of no difference between the 

Angus bulls and the Simmental bulls will allow a comparison of how 

the test procedures perform when testing a hypothesis involving a 

single degree of freedom.

Seven fixed effect structures were simulated. All fixed effects 

not associated with the breed effects were set to zero. All breed 

effects were set to zero except for the effect of the Angus breed on 

weaning weight. The effect of the Angus breed on weaning weight was 

set at either 0, 5, 10, 15, 35, 70, or 105 pounds.

Covariance Matrices

Three sets of covariance matrices were used to examine the 

effect that the covariance matrices have on both the size and the 

power of the test procedures. The three covariance structures that 

were simulated ranged from two independently distributed traits with 

identical covariance structure to two highly correlated traits and 

are presented in Table 5.

Covariance matrices representing an intermediate covariance 

structure were obtained by using the REML estimates and Vg.
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Table 5. Three Sets of Covariance Matrices.
Covariance
Structure

Random Effects
Sire Residual

Independence 98 0 2604. 5 0
0 98 0 2604.5

REML 105 80 2147 1727
80 91 1727 3062

Highly 106 96 1962 2426
Correlated 96 90 2426 3247

Covariance matrices representing two independently distributed traits 

were obtained by replacing the REML estimates by diagonal covariance 

matrices with the average of the two diagonal elements from the REML 

estimates placed on the diagonal of their respective covariance 

matrices. Covariance matrices representing highly correlated traits 

were obtained by taking the singular value decomposition of the REML 

estimates and replacing the matrix of eigen values with a matrix 

where the ratio of the largest to smallest eigen value was ten times 

as large as the original ratio. In all three of the covariance 

structures, the traces of the two covariance matrices were held 

constant. Holding the trace constant resulted in the random effect 

of sire accounting for about four percent of the total variation in 

all three covariance structures. The three covariance structures 

along with the' seven different effect sizes produced the 21 designs 

which were used in the simulation study.

Test Procedures

Five test procedures for each of the 21 designs were considered. 

All tests were conducted with a nominal test size of .05. The four 

approximate test procedures used the test statistic (2.9) and
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differed only in whether they used (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) or (2.19) 

to approximate the degrees of freedom. In computing E"\ a Cholesky 

decomposition of E was taken. If any of the diagonal elements was 

found to be very small, zero, or negative, then the corresponding 

rows and columns were removed from both E and H. If E was a negative 

definite matrix, then the test statistic was set to zero. The fifth 

test is an exact test and uses only a subset of the data. The subset 

was obtained by taking the first calf in the data set produced by 

each of the 37 sires. By taking only one calf from each sire, the 

random effect for sire can be combined with the residual and an exact 

Lawley-Hotelling test can then be made on each hypothesis. The other 

alternative tests were not considered, because they either were not 

applicable (e.g. Khuri and Littell 1987; Thomsen 1975; Wald 1941), 

required good estimates of the variance components (e.g. Henderson 

1984; Hussein and Milliken 1978), or based on procedures developed 

for balanced data (e.g. Tan and Gupta 1983; Tietjen 1974). P-values 

were calculated for each of the five tests using McKeon's (1974) F 

approximation of the Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic's cumulative 

distribution function.

Simulation Trial

The number of runs for. this study was set at 10,000 so that if 

the true proportion was .05 then the standard error of the estimated 

proportion would be .0022. With 10,000 runs, the maximum standard 

error of the proportion would be .005 and this would occur when the 

true proportion was .5. The random effects for each of the trials 

were obtained by transforming normally distributed variates generated
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using Wichmann and Hill's (1982) uniform (0, I) random number 

generator and the Box-Muller-polar transformation (Marsaglia 1962).

For each of the 21 designs, two separate sets of 10,000 runs 

were generated. In the first set of 10,000 runs the full data set 

was simulated and the four approximate tests were carried out on each 

of the simulated data sets for a given design. In the second set of 

10,000 runs only the subset of the data used in calculating the exact 

test was simulated and the exact test was carried out on each of the 

simulated data sets for a given design. In addition, the number of 

times that the error covariance matrix was found not to be positive 

definite was recorded for each set of 10,000 runs.

Approximate Power Curves

Four approximations of the power curves of the test statistic 

(2.9) were considered. The approximate power was calculated for each 

of the designs where the effect size was not zero. The 

approximations differed in whether they used (2.19), (2.20), (2.21) 

or (2.22) to approximate the degrees of freedom. The approximate 

power calculations were carried out in two steps. In the first step, 

approximate critical values were obtained for the three covariance 

structures. The covariance matrices were used in (2.16), (2.17), 

(2.18) or (2.19) to obtain the approximate degrees of freedom. The 

approximate degrees of freedoms were then used in Fujikoshi's (1973) 

approximation of the distribution of Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic 

to obtain approximate critical values. In the second step, the 

critical values based on (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) or (2.19) were used 

along with the noncentrality matrix, and covariance matrices to
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obtain the approximate power using degrees of freedom obtained from 

(2.19), (2.20), (2.21) or (2.22), respectively. Fujikoshi's (1973) 

approximation was then used to obtain the approximate power of the 
test.

Power curves were also calculated for the exact test. As with 

the approximate test the power calculations were carried out in two 

steps. In the first step, the critical value was obtained using the 

degrees of freedom of the test statistic. In the second step, the 

critical value was used along with the noncentrality matrix and the 

degrees of freedom to obtain the power of the test.

Results and Discussion

The results of the simulation are presented in Tables 6 and 7. 

The approximate standard errors for the test sizes are about .002. 

There were no cases when E was not. positive definite. The 

approximate size and power for the proposed test along with the size 

and power of the exact test are presented in Tables 8 and 9.

The results for test size are all encouraging in that none were 

farther than .003 from the nominal test size of .05. The test size 

results should be viewed with some caution in that these results 

apply to a specific design.

The four approximate test procedures gave similar power curves, 

indicating that there is little reason to select one method over the 

other for this particular design. The power curves for the exact 

test were considerably lower than the power curves for the 

approximate tests. The poor performance of the exact test may be due
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Table 6. Estimated Size and Power of Approximate and Exact Tests of 
_____ the Hypothesis of No Breed.Differences._______________
Covariance 
.Structure

Difference in 
Weanine Weieht fib)

Annroximate Tests 
2.16,2.17 2.18 2.19

Exact
Test

Independence
0 .051 .052 .052 .052 .048
5 .054 .055 .055 .056 ,052

10 .058 .058 .059 .059 .056
15 .073 .074 .074 .075 .059
35 .268 .270 .270 .272 .131
70 .874 .874 .874 .875 .478

105 .998 .998 .998 .998 .867
REML

0 .050 .050 .051 .051 .050
5 .051 .051 .051 ,052 .051

10 .078 .079 .078 .079 .066
15 .120 .119 .120 .120 .084
35 .580 .581 .582 .583 .265
70 .999 .999 .999 .999 .872

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999
Highly
Correlated 0 .048 .048 .048 .048 .050

5 . .108 .109 .108 .109 .076
10 .349 .348 .349 .349 .164
15 .735 .733 .735 .735 .374
35 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .994
70 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

105 1 . 000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Table 7. Estimated Size and Power of Approximate and Exact Tests of 

the Hypothesis of No Breed Differences Between Angus and 
_____ Simmental._____
Covariance Difference in Anoroximate Tests ExactStructure Weanins Weight fib) 2.16 2.17 2.18 2.19 Test
Independence

0 .050 .051 .050 .051 .051
5 .054 .055 .054 .055 .057

10 .071 .072 .071 .072 .056
15 .096 .096 .096 .096 .070
35 .328 .331 .330 .331 .173
70 .900 .901 .900 .902 .570

105 .999 .999 .999 .999 .909
REML

0 .049 .049 .049 .049 .047
5 .057 .057 .057 .057 .058

10 .096 .097 .096 .097 .074
15 .159 .160 .159 .161 .099
35 .663 .664 .664 .665 .337
70 .999 .999 .999 .999 .905

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999
Highly
Correlated 0 .053 .053 .053 .053 .054

5 .144 .144 .144 .144 .084
10 .434 .433 .433 .434 .222
15 .788 .787 .788 .787 .459
35 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .995
70 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Table 8. Approximate Size and Power of Approximate Tests and Size 

and Power of Exact Tests of the Hypothesis of No Breed 
_____Differences.________________
Covariance Difference in Annroximation Exact
Structure Weaning Weight fib) 2.19 2.20 2.21 2.22 Test
Independence

0 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050
5 .053 .053 .053 .053 .051

10 .062 .062 .062 .062 .055
15 .078 .078 .079 .079 .062
35 .264 .264 .265 .265 .132
70 .869 .869 .869 .869 .482

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .877
REML ■

0 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050
. 5 .057 .056 .057 .057 .053
10 .078 .078 .078 .078 .062
15 .122 .121 .122 .121 .079
35 .588 .585 .588 .586 .266
70 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .872

105 . 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Highly
Correlated 0 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050

5 .105 .102 .105 .103 .074
10 .351 .336 .351 .338 .168
15 .733 .715 .733 .716 .369
35 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
70 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Table 9. Approximate Size and Power of Approximate Tests and Size 

and Power of Exact Tests of the Hypothesis of No Breed
_____Differences Between Angus and SimmentaT____________________
Covariance Difference in Approximation_____ Exact
Structure WeaningWeight QtO 2.19 2.20 2.21 2.22 Test
Independence

REML

Highly
Correlated

0 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050
5 .055 .055 .055 .055 .052

10 .070 .070 .070 .070 .059
15 .097 .097 .097 .097 .071
35 .339 .339 .339 .339 .174
70 .900 .900 .900 ,.900 .569

105 1.000 1.000 I .000 I,.000 .908

0 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050
5 . .061 .061 .061 .061 .050

10 .096 .096 .096 .096 .070
15 .160 .160 .160 .160 .097
35. .660 .661 .660 .661 .343
70 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .905

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

0 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050
5 .137 .137 .137 .136 .089

10 .431 .431 .431 .431 .224
15 .788 .787 .788 .787 .456
35 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
70 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

105 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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to the amount of information that was lost to obtain an exact test.

If the variability between sires is large compared to the variability 

between calves of the same sire, then the difference between using 

information on all the calves from a sire and using information from 

just one calf from each sire should be small.

The estimated power curves obtained from the simulation agreed 

well with the approximate power curves. The difference between the 

estimated power and the approximate power was never greater than 

.020. There was also strong agreement between the different 

approximations. The difference between the four different 

approximations was never greater than .018.

As the correlation increased, the power of each of the test 

procedures also increased. This was to be expected, because the 

difference between the breeds was in a single trait and is reflected 

in the noncentrality parameter (Table 10). The noncentrality 

parameter is the nonzero eigen value of the noncentrality matrix 

divided by its degrees of freedom. The tests associated with 

comparing just the Angus and Simmental sire breeds produced more 

powerful tests than those which compared all five sire breeds. This 

was also to be expected, because a large component of the difference 

between the breeds was present in the Angus versus Simmental 

contrast;

At least for the conditions studied, the approximate tests are 

clearly superior to the exact test which uses only a subset of the 

data. There are cases when the approximate tests may not do as well 

and a more thorough study is needed to determine under what
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Table 10.__Noncentralitv Parameters of Approximate and Exact Tests.
Covariance Difference in All Breeds Two Breeds
Structure___Weaning Weight Approximate Exact Approximate Exact
Independence

REML

Highly
Correlated

0 0.00
5 0.03

10 0.12
15 0.27
35 1.45
70 5.80

105 13.05

0 o.oo
5 0.07

10 0.26
15 0.59
35 3.23
70 12.90

105 29.03

0 0.00
5 0.47

10 1.89
15 4.26
35 23.19
70 92.77

105 208.74

0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.07 0.03
0.05 0.29 0.13
0.11 0.65 0.30
0.61 3.55 1.61
2.45 14.21 6.43
5.51 31.97 14.47

0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.16 0.07
0.11 0.64 0.29
0.25 1.45 0.65
1.36 7.90 3.57
5.44 31.60 14.28

12.23 71.11 32.14

0.00 0.00 0.00
. 0.21 1.16 0.55
0.83 • 4.65 2.19
1.88 '10.46 4.93

10.21 56.97 26.82
40.84 227.87 107.29
91.89 512.71 241.41
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conditions the approximate test is appropriate. The approximate 

power curves were very close to the estimated power curves from the 

simulation. In addition, the question of what method of 

approximation is superior remains open.

For some designs these approximate procedures are not expected 

to work as well. A design where approximate procedures may not work 

well is a balanced three-way univariate mixed model with all the main 

effects and interactions are random except for one main effect which 

is fixed. A Monte-Carlo study conducted by Hudson and Krutchkoff 

(1968) found that when using an approximate F test based on 

Satterthawiate's (1941) approximation, over seven percent of the test 

statistics were negative in one case and the test size in this case 

was less than two percent when the nominal test size was five 

percent.
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CHAPTER 4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this study were to develop a test statistic 

that can be used in unbalanced multivariate mixed models and to 

examine the properties of the statistic. In particular, the 

following were obtained: an approximation to the null distribution, a 

proof that the proposed test is exact in the balanced case, and an 

approximation to the power of the test under H . In addition, 

approximate simultaneous confidence intervals for the fixed effects 

were obtained.

Except in special cases, exact tests are not available for 

testing hypotheses about fixed effects in unbalanced mixed models. A 

variety of approaches have been taken to address the problem of 

testing fixed effects in unbalanced mixed models. When exact tests 

have been developed, they are either for a restricted class of 

hypotheses (e.g. Thomsen 1971, Wald 1941) or use only a subset of the 

available information (e.g. Khuri and Littell 1987). The approximate 

methods that have been developed either treat the unknown variances 

as known (e.g. Henderson 1984, Hussein and Milliken 1978) or apply 

techniques developed for balanced mixed models (e.g. Tan and Gupta 

1984; Teitjen 1974).

A generalization of the Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic was 

developed for use in testing fixed effects in a general multivariate
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mixed model. The Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic is the trace of 

the product of a hypothesis quadratic form and the inverse of an 

error quadratic form, Ignoring a constant multiplier, the two 

quadratic forms are assumed to be distributed as independent Wishart 

matrices with equal expectation under the null hypothesis. The 

proposed test statistic differs from the Lawley-Hotelling trace 

statistic by a constant multiplier and in general the quadratic forms 

are not distributed as Wishart matrices.

The hypothesis quadratic form (H) used in the proposed test 

statistic is the usual quadratic form for testing the null hypothesis 

when the covariance matrix for the vector of dependent variables is 

known to be an identity matrix. The error quadratic form (E) used in 

the proposed test statistic is a MINQUEO type estimator of the 

expectation of the hypothesis quadratic form under the null 

hypothesis. The MINQUEO type estimator differs from the usual 

MINQUEO estimator in that a restriction is added to guarantee the 

independence of the two quadratic forms.

To use the proposed test statistic, its distribution under the 

null hypothesis is needed. In general, its distribution will depend 

on the unknown covariance matrices. The distributions of the two 

quadratic forms, H and E, were approximated by the distributions of 

two independent Wishart matrices, and Wg.

The distribution of the quadratic forms under the null 

hypothesis was approximated by central Wishart matrices by equating 

the first moments of H and E to the first moments of W^ and Wg, 

respectively and equating scalar functions of the second moments of H
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and E to the same scalar functions of the second moments of Wu and 

wE- respectively. Four different scalar functions were considered. 

The resulting approximations differed only in the degrees of freedom 

The approximations differ from previous methods in that the 

assumption that the quadratic forms are linear functions of either 

independent chi-square random variables (Meyers and Howe, 1971; 

Satterthwaite 1941) or independent Wishart matrices (Tan and Gupta 

1983) is dropped. In general, the degrees of freedom resulting from 

the approximations depend on the unknown covariance matrices. To 

obtain a critical value, the MINQUEO type estimators of the unknown 

covariance matrices are used in place of the unknown covariance 
matrices.

To answer questions about the power of the test statistic, its 

distribution under the alternative hypothesis is needed. The 

distribution of E is the same under both the null and alternative 

hypotheses. The distribution of H, on the other hand, changes under 

the alternative hypothesis. The distribution of H was approximated 

by the distribution of W^, a noncentral Wishart matrix. As in the 

central case, the first moments of H and W^ were equated as were 

scalar functions of the second moments of H and Wh . As in the 

central case, the approximations differed only in the resulting 
degrees of freedom.

The proposed test statistic differs from the test statistics 

that have been previously suggested in that the quadratic forms are 

based both on the full data set and the quadratics forms are 

independently distributed. The approximations to the distributions
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of H and E differs from the approximations that have been available 

in that the quadratic forms no longer have to be linear functions of 

independent Wishart matrices. The approximations of the 

distributions of H and E by Wishart distributions are reasonable only 

if H and E are positive definite or positive semidefinite a large 
percentage of the time.

Approximate simultaneous confidence intervals for linear 

functions of the fixed effect were developed. The confidence 

intervals were based on the proposed test statistic and the 

approximation of the null distribution of the test statistic.

It was shown that the proposed test statistic reduces to the 

usual Lawley-Hotelling test statistic when the data are balanced.

The equivalence of the two tests was shown by noting that the only 

difference between the proposed test statistic and the Lawley- 

Hotelling test statistic was that the proposed test statistic uses a 

MINQUEO type estimator and the Lawley-Hotelling test statistic uses 

the usual MINQUEO estimator. It was shown that the MINQUEO type 

estimator and the usual MINQUEO estimator are equivalent when the 

data are balanced.

To examine the accuracy of the approximations of the 

distribution of the test statistic a Monte-Carlo study was carried 

out. The model used in the simulation was based on a set of data 

from research comparing different breeds of cattle. The data 

consisted of the weaning weight and yearling weight of 76 calves born 

to mature Hereford cows in 1977, along with the calves birth date, 

sire, and sex. The dependent variables in the model were the weaning
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weight and the yearling weight of the calf. The fixed effects in the 

model were the breed of the sire of the calf, the sex of the calf, 

and the birth date of the calf. The random effects were the sire of 
the calf and a residual.

The simulation study employed three different covariance 

structures and seven different effect sizes of the fixed effects.

The two hypotheses which were tested were I) did the breed of sire 

have any effect on the dependent variables and 2) was there any 

difference between the Angus and Simmental bulls. Five test 

procedures were compared. The test procedures included the proposed 

test with its p -value calculated using the four approximations and an 

exact test based on a subset of the data. Because there was no 

guarantee that the proposed error quadratic form would be positive 

definite, the number of times that the error quadratic form was not 

positive definite was also recorded. In addition to the estimated 

power and test sizes from the simulation, the power and test size of 

the proposed tests were calculated using the approximations of the 

distribution of the test statistic.

The results of the simulation were all very encouraging. The 

sizes of the approximate test were all within .003 of the nominal 

test size of .05. The estimated power of the approximate tests were 

all within .020 of the power predicted from the approximation of the 

distribution of the test statistic. There was very little difference 

in either the estimated power curves or in the approximate power 

curves. Based on these results, there seems to be little reason to 

prefer one of the approximations over the other.
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When comparing the proposed tests to the exact test, the 

resulting power curve of the exact test was consistently below those 

of the approximate tests. This difference in power between the exact 

test and the approximate test may not have held if the variability 

associated with the sire of the calf constituted a larger portion of 

the total variation. In addition, these results apply to a 

particular model and may not hold in other situations.

The proposed test statistic is clearly superior to an exact test 

based on a subset of the data, at least for the conditions studied. 

There are cases where the approximate test will not do as well and a 

more through study is needed to determine when the approximate test 

is appropriate. The proposed test statistic offers advantages over 

approximate tests that have been available, in.that it takes into 

account the unbalancedness of the data. While the proposed test was 

developed for multivariate mixed models, it can also be applied to 

univariate mixed models by noting that univariate mixed models are 

just a special case of multivariate mixed models.
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